Solo
SOLO EVENTS BOARD | April 28th
The Solo Events Board met by conference call April 28th. Attending were SEB members Mark Labbancz, Nick
Dunlap, Bob Davis, Zack Barnes, Keith Brown, Mark Scroggs, and Marshall Grice; Charlie Davis and Lyn Hodges
Watts of the BOD; Brian Harmer of the National Staff. These minutes are presented in topical order rather than
the order discussed. Comments regarding items published herein should be directed via the website
www.soloeventsboard.com.

Member Advisories
Safety
#30358 Footwear Clarification
Local SSS discretion is preferred to attempting to write a rule covering all styles of footwear. Closed-toe
sandals are appropriate.
Street Category
#30488 Wheel size rules clarification
Per Solo Rules Section 13, using wheel widths from a different model / package / trim than standard does not
meet 13.4.A.
Super Street R
#30518 Allow Viper GT in SSR
The Viper GT is currently allowed in SSR with the current listing.
Street Touring Category
#30462 car clarification
A '97-'01 Honda Prelude (non SH) can be run in STS under the catch-all allowance for local events only.
Per 14.10.k.1, the electronic differential in the 97-01 Type SH Prelude does not fit within the STS ruleset and
the vehicle does not fall into the other ST catch-all's.
#30537 Potential protest
The STAC does not consider removing the sun visor to be consistent with the comfort and convenience
allowance of 13.2.A. Therefore, removing the sun visor would be a potentially protestable modification.

Change Proposals
Street Touring Category
#30573 Putting the Super in Street Touring
Based on the membership feedback the STAC received after last year's virtual town hall and in consideration
of the numerous letters received over the last several years requesting classing of cars that are currently
beyond the scope of the ST category, the STAC and SEB are seeking membership feedback on the addition
of a new Supplemental class, Super Street Touring (SST).
Super Street Touring will be for the highest performance cars in the Street Touring category. It will have the
same allowances as STU but with unlimited wheel and tire sizes.
The proposed class listings in Appendix A would be as follows:
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Super Street Touring
Alfa Romeo
4C (incl. Spider) (2015-20)
Giulia Quadrifoglio (2017-21)
Audi
TT RS (2012-13)
RS 3 (2017-19)
RS 4 (2007-08)
RS 5 (2013-21)
RS 6 (C5 chassis) (2003-04)
RS7 (2014-2018)
S5 (2008-19)
S6 (2013-18)
S7 (2012-18)
TTS (2016-20)
BMW
M2 (except Performance Edition ZL9) (2016-19)
M2 Competition (2019-21)
M3 & M4 (F80/F82 chassis; non-CS) (2015-20)
Cadillac
ATS-V (2016-19)
Chevrolet
Camaro Z28 (2014-15)
Camaro ZL1 (non-1LE) (2012-15, 2017-20)
Camaro LS & LT (2.0L Turbo; including 1LE) (2016-21)
Corvette (C6, C6Zo6 non-ZR1) (2005-13)
Corvette Z06 (C5) (2001-04)
Ford
Focus RS (2018)
Mustang Shelby GT350 (2015-18)
Mustang Shelby GT350 (incl. Handling Package) (2019-20)
Mustang Boss 302 (2012-13)
Honda
S2000
Lotus
Elise (non-SC) (2005-11)
Esprit Turbo (1996-2004)
Evora S (2011-14)
Evora GT (2020-21)
Exige (non-S) (2006)
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Nissan
GT-R (excluding NISMO & Track Edition & GT-R50) (2009-21)
Porsche
718 Boxster (base & T) (2017-21)
718 Cayman (base & T) (2017-21)
Boxster GTS (981 chassis) (2015-16)
Boxster S (981 chassis) (2013-16)
Boxster S (987 chassis) (2009-12)
Cayman GTS (981 chassis) (2015-16)
Cayman S (981 chassis) (2013-16)
Cayman S (987 chassis) (2009-12)
Toyota
Supra, 6cyl (2020-21)
Supra, 4cyl (2021)
Supra Turbo (1993½-98)

Not Recommended
Street Category
#30473 20 and 21 inch wheels special allowances
Thank you for your letter. The SAC believes the wheel allowances are adequate as written.
#30497 Open Street Wheel Diameter Options
Thank you for your letter. The SAC believes the wheel allowances are adequate as written.
#30500 I think it's time we seriously address the Supra moving to AS
Thank you for your letter. The SAC will continue to monitor the competitive balance of both AS and BS with
respect to the Toyota Supra.
#30532 Please remove electronic shock controllers from SS class
Thank you for your letter. The SAC does not believe removing electronic shock controllers from SS is
necessary at this time.
Street Touring Category
#29627 STH Audi A3 Out or More O
The STAC believes at this time that the Audi TT (2016+) meets the intent of the rules and balance of STH.
The proposal to move the Audi TT (2016+) to STU is withdrawn.
Street Prepared Category
#30082 Move Porsche 944 16v from BSP to FSP
Thank you for your input. The SPAC recently made a change to the classing of this vehicle, please see the
response to letter 28634 in the December 2020 Fastrack. If there is additional feedback afterwards please
submit a new letter.
Kart Category
#29359 Please Add Chassis Specific Guidelines to the KM ruleset.
The KAC appreciates your member feedback.
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The KAC will remind members that autocross consists of both left and right turns. While karts designed for
circle track and other karting disciplines are not prohibited they are less than ideal for autocross.
#30584 Electric Kart Allowance
The KAC appreciates the member feedback.
While the KAC has no immediate plans for electric karts at a National level, we are keeping tabs on motor and
battery development and deployment in the future of karting.
We would also like to remind members that local Regions are free to alter and/or create their own classes for
this exact scenario. So long as they abide by the SCCA safety requirements.

Other Items Reviewed
Street Category
#30454 Class class I'm in?
Thank you for your letter. The 2021 Solo Rules have been updated to include the 2021 model year of the
Veloster N in DS.
#30524 Vacancy Application
Thank you for your application. Your information will be kept on file for future consideration.
#30527 SAC committee Personnel
Thank you for your application. Your information will be kept on file for future consideration.
Xtreme Street Category
#27942, 27943, 27944, 27945, 27954, 27957, 27965, 27967, 28306 CAM for imports feedback (various)
Thank you for your input; the Supplemental XS category has been created.
#30198 Xtreme Street send letter to/category
Thank you for your input. The letter system has been updated accordingly.
Street Prepared Category
#30021 Requesting LP classification for the NC Miata
Thank you for your input. Per the response to letter 29666 in the March 2021 Fastrack the SPAC is collecting
feedback on this topic. Further information will be in a further Fastrack after more member feedback has been
reviewed.
#30050 Thoughts on EFs in FSP
Thank you for your input. The SPAC is continuing to collect feedback and will update the proposal in a future
Fastrack.
#30146 EF sedan to FSP
Thank you for your input. The SPAC is continuing to collect feedback and will update the proposal in a future
Fastrack.
Modified Category
#29334, 29311, 29442, 29649, 29693 Input on Electric Modified Vehicles (various)
The MAC thanks you for your letter. The MAC, SEB, and Safety committees are currently evaluating safety
rules and classifications for higher preparation level electric competition vehicles. The information provided
will be made available to the committees involved in writing those safety requirements.
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#30299, 30303, 30309, 30312 Feedback on combining Mod classes (various)
The MAC thanks you for your letters. We are passing all comments and concerns along to the SEB about any
possible class consolidation and will communicate to the Modified community if any future plans are made
including a detailed timeline.

Handled Elsewhere
Street Category
#30506 Classing of 2021 Mustang Mach 1
Please see the response to #29660 published in the January 2021 Fastrack.
Street Touring Category
#30201, 30204, 30205, 30206, 30344, 30466 Feedback on Moving 2016+ Audi TT from STH to STU (various)
Thank you for your input. Please see response to letter #29627.
#30441 Flywheel replacement
Please see the response to Letter #29626 in the April Fastrack.
Street Prepared Category
#30145 Spherical suspension bushings
Thank you for your input. Please see the response to letter 28695 in the December 2020 Fastrack
#30207 street/street prepared roll bar rule clarification
Please see the response to letter 29472 in the March 2021 Fastrack for a proposed clarification on this topic.
If you have any further comments on this please submit a new letter with any other questions or comments on
the topic.
Modified Category
#29547 Place Goblin track frame kit on accepted EMOD kit list.
Please see item #29546 in the January Fastrack.

Tech Bulletins
Street Category
#30556 Please class 2020+ Porsche 911 (992 chassis) cars
Per the SAC, make the following addition to Appendix A:
SS
Porsche
911 Carrera (992 Chassis excl. Turbo, Turbo S & GT3) (2020-2021)
#30580 2020 Mercedes E63 AMG Sedan
Per the SAC, make the following changes to Appendix A:
B Street
Mercedes
E63 AMG (2010-16 2021)
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